
Pet Cemetery, Brynford - 24th July 2019 

 

From Chris L... 

Brian L led a healthy 

group on a warm day 

to Brynford where    

people take great care 

over their pets in the 

hereafter! I counted 

twenty-two at the (ex) 

bus stop 

 

 

 

At Eureka 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Richard (as usual) took a faster/longer group 

on the thirty-one mile course but only five of us 

(me) went - I suspect Brian was hoping for 

more although it was very hot - (I had promised 

my wife I'd take the shorter route too - don't tell) 

leaving seventeen which I'd assume Brian split 

again. He took numbers so that the café would 

have some forewarning of how many to expect 

 



 

 

 

- he may have said 

other things too but I 

(not alone) could hear 

nothing but traffic - ho 

hum!  

 

 

 

 

 

Richard said he'd go at a lighter 

pace considering the heat but again 

he kept disappearing into the 

distance - good job a few of us had 

the route. 

                 Pet Cemetery Cafe 

 

Peter and Mari joined up with us at 

Northop Hall where light 

refreshment was taken (for those of us who had a banana), and behold Tony rode up on his 

latest bike with e-power installed - wait for us at the top! On we went, eight now, up the 

Green, and various other roads but generally going up! Keeping to the north of Moel Famau 

then turning north to Nannerch followed by the extra 400ft for the 31mile route (hills and 

valleys) rising in to Ysceifiog (there isn't a down road to there!).  At this point we (well seven 



of us) went off route with Richard nowhere to be seen but ended up through Babel and 

eventually Brynford. There was Richard with his chilled beer laughing as we came with 

perspiration in full flow (sweaty!) 

 

The café staff were 

pleased to see us, they 

came and took our orders. 

I was sent to the naughty 

step having requested a 

cool lager, being served 

with a warm one and 

sending it back - but was 

forgiven as ice was applied 

to my eminent satisfaction! 

Food was good and 

reasonable. 

 

Ruth and Julian were there too 

having ridden but not as far as 

the rest. 

 

We set off earlier than the others 

- since we'd arrived first and 

John took our photo as we 

attempted to ride in echelon (is 

that the correct expression?) as 

we left - seems to have worked. 

 

The ride home was mostly 

downhill now, I nearly went 

hurtling on down the hill at 

Holywell as we took the Old 

Bagilt Road, and just before Flint 

there was a bang as Tony's 

battery bag escaped from his 

bag breaking said cable, 

meaning a slow ride back - 



fortunately all hills gone! Heavy those e-bikes? 

We stopped at 'Iceland' there where Richard popped in to get ten mini Magnums for £2 - 

(shame I didn't have my discount card!) and donated a couple to some very happy kids 

outside - cyclists are held in high regard around Flint now! 

 

A short trip past Flint Castle 

(unfinished I'd say) and then along 

to Connah's Quay losing people at 

various turnoffs until Paul and Tony 

turned off on Woodbank leaving me 

on my lonesome. 

 

Great day, thanks for the routes 

Brian - 49.5 miles for me, 3150 ft. 

 

Chris L 

 

 

 

From Chris S... 

A flyby version of 

the ride shows the 

progress of the 

various groups. 

notably Tony as he 

overtakes Brian's 

group and joins 

Richards. Also 

interesting to see the Mold group now that Mari has joined the Strava team! 

 

 

 

Text by Chris L 

Photos by Chris L and John F 

Click here for flyby of the ride. 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1LabZPusRWcAga0FYbZs15s-HogPjLwzS/view

